Appointment
From:

Young, Diane [/O=NCAA/OU=NCAA/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DYOUNGJ

Sent:
To:

12/12/2011 9:10:18 PM
Williams, Bob [bwilliams@ncaa.org]

Subject:

12 p.m. ET- call with Curtis Eichelberger- Bloomberg News

location:

Bob will call you then Curtis- (302/661-7614)

Start:

12/13/2011 5:00:00 PM

End:

12/13/20115:30:00 PM

Show Time As: Busy
Requlred

Williams, Bob

Attendees:

12/13/ll:dby 12/12/ll:dby

Hi Bob, In light of the most recent child molestation allegations involving Bobby Dodd, I've
been asked to write a story that shows how the world of sports is examining the issue of
child sexual abuse via athletics participation. Are athletic directors reviewing procedures
with co~ches on who can meet with young athletes in non-profits or what the procedures are
for screening coaches or for allowing children to be brought to university facilities outside
of activities they are involved in? I'd like to know if the NCAA is forming any committees to
discuss or review and if Mark is available to talk about what should be done from a
collegiate perspective. I'm not sure where the line is between this being a school issue or
an NCAA issue, or whether the NCAA simply has a leadership role to encourage and help
organize some discussion or guidelines. I'm sure Mark has been thinking about this. I dare
say this is starting to s ound a little like the Catholic Church mess. Every couple days
something else is coming up. Can we talk Monday morning and can you check with Mark, please?
Thanks. Curtis Eichelberger, Bloomberg News This email and any attachments may contain NCAA
confidential and privileged info rmation. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify
the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any
dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is
unauthorized and may be illegal .
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